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Igor Yanson showed 38 years ago for the first time a point-contact measurement where he probed the energy 
resolved spectroscopy of the electronic scattering inside the metal. Since this first measurement, the point-
contact spectroscopy (PCS) technique improved enormously. The application of the scanning probe microscopy 
(SPM) techniques in the late 1980s allowed achieving contacts with a diameter of a single atom. With the intro-
duction of the mechanically controlled break junction technique, even spectroscopy on freely suspended chains 
of atoms could be performed. In this paper, we briefly review the current developments of PCS and show recent 
experiments in advanced scanning PCS based on SPM techniques. We describe some results obtained with both 
needle-anvil type of point contacts and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We also show our first attempt to 
lift up with a STM a chain of single gold atoms from a Au(110) surface.  

PACS: 07.79.Fc Near-field scanning optical microscopes; 
87.80.Ek Mechanical and micromechanical techniques; 
37.10.De Atom cooling methods; 
37.10.Gh Atom traps and guides; 
73.23.Ad Ballistic transport. 

Keywords: scanning tunneling microscopes, single-molecule techniques, atom manipulation in atomic physics, 
ballistic transport. 
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1. Introduction 

The electrical resistance of a contact with a size smaller 
than the electronic mean free path is only determined by 
the number of quantum channels and their transmission 
probability through this contact. These contacts, called 
Sharvin or point contacts (PC), were first used to deter-
mine the electron–phonon spectral function in normal met-
als. Point-contact spectroscopy (PCS) developed into an 
ideal tool to probe a whole range of elementary excitations 
in all kinds of systems [1]. In recent years, PCS became an 
important tool to probe the order parameter in (multiband) 
superconducting materials like the cuprates [2] and the 
pnictides [3], to measure the spin polarization of magnetic 
materials [4] and to measure transport properties of single 
atoms and molecules where the local vibration modes of 
the atoms or molecules can be detected. 

The transport through such point contacts can be charac-
terized by different transport regimes, depending on how the 
diameter d of the point contact scales to the elastic el  and 
inelastic in  electron mean free path and the Fermi wave-
length Fλ  of electrons. We can than distinguish the ther-
mal regime, where eld , in, Fλ , the diffusive regime 
el el ind , Fλ , the ballistic regime el in, Fd λ  

and the quantum regime, where el in, , F dλ . 
Formation of point contacts allowed observing new 

phenomena arising from the atomic dimensions of such 
junctions. Quantum transport is characterized by the fact 
that carriers flowing inside the constriction have discrete 
transverse momentum components; when the lateral di-
mensions of the contact are comparable with Fλ , only a 
discrete number of electronic bands are available inside the 
constriction which can be occupied by electrons flowing 
from one electrode to the other. As a consequence each 
band which gets occupied in the constriction contributes 
with a fundamental conductance quantum G0 to the total 
conductance through the junction for an ideal constriction; 
it is commonly said that a conductance channel is open. 
The conductance measured in such constrictions is thus 
said to be quantized in units of G0. This picture does not 
take into account several effects such as backscattering and 
reflection at the contact; as a consequence the channels are 
not just open or closed but are associated with a transmis-
sion probability for each channel which contributes to the 
total conductance. These effects are treated by the Landau-
er–Büttiker formalism of quantum transport [5,6]. 

In 1974 Yanson [7] used a metal–insulator–metal tunnel 
junction having a short, to measure energy resolved spec-
troscopy of the electronic scattering inside the metal, and 
could directly measure the energy dependence of the elec-
tron–phonon interaction. The introduction of the needle-
anvil method by Jansen et al. [8] in 1976 was a further 
improvement. With this technique a sharply etched metal 
wire, the needle, was pressed using a micrometer screw 
into a flat metal surface, the anvil, to form a point contact. 

The contact size can be adjusted by fine-tuning the pres-
sure applied to the tip with the micrometer screw. 
Transport in such point contacts is ballistic, since contacts 
diameters are usually much smaller than the electron mean 
free path. Nevertheless, diameters of such point contacts 
were usually much larger than the Fermi wavelength Fλ  
of electrons, of the order of 40 Å [9], so no quantization of 
the electron momentum occurs inside the constriction. At 
that time, there were already ideas of quantum transport for 
contact dimensions of the order of Fλ , but such small 
junctions could not be realized experimentally. 

Quantum effects have been extensively studied in two-
dimensional electron gasses at semiconductors interfaces 
[10–12]. The Fermi wavelength of electrons in a semicon-
ductor, Fλ , is around 40 nm [10], which is much larger 
than the Fermi wavelength in a metal (4–5 Å). In a semi-
conductor, the electron transverse momentum is thus quan-
tized more easily in the point-contact region. Measure-
ments of the conductance as a function of the width of a 
contact defined by a two-dimensional electron gas of a 
GaAs–AlGaAs heterostructure showed quantized steps of 
the conductance in integer multiples of the conductance 
quantum unit G0 [10–12]. 

In 1982, the invention of the scanning tunneling micro-
scope (STM) by Binnig and Rohrer [13] allowed achieving 
for the first time atomic resolution on a well-defined sur-
face structure [14,15]. Atomic resolution capability has be-
come the most important feature of STM and has several 
significant consequences. Surface structures can be moni-
tored at the atomic scale; this implies that the tip can be 
positioned with atomic accuracy on top of a well-defined 
atomic site on a surface. The combination of these two 
features leads to the ability of controlled atomic manipula-
tion, which allows the assembly of atomic-scale devices on 
surfaces. 

For the purpose of studying the conductance through 
atomic-sized point contacts a new technique has been in-
troduced in 1992, known as the mechanically controlled 
break junction (MCBJ) [16–18]. The working principles of 
this technique rely on bending a notched wire mounted on 
a bending beam in a three-point bending configuration. 
The substrate is bent by a piezoelectric element and it al-
lows the wire to break at the notch site. Two clean metal 
surfaces with atomic dimensions facing each other can thus 
be obtained. These surfaces can be brought in or out of 
contact in a very controlled manner. The high mechanical 
stability of a MCBJ has been found to be particularly suit-
ed for the investigation of conductance quantization on 
metallic point contacts; several MCBJ experiments on 
atomic point contacts of different metals showed distinct 
steps in the conductance behavior [16,18,19]. 

In the last 20 years also the development of STM, at or 
below liquid helium temperatures improved enormously 
[20]. One of the biggest problems in the design of low-
temperature STMs was the piezoelectric positioning sys-
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tem, that often fails to work at these low temperatures. The 
Beetle and the Pan-type walker coarse positioner solved 
this problem and are now widely used in low temperature 
STMs. Nowadays, one can even buy commercial piezo 
positioners, that reliably operate at these temperatures and 
at high magnetic fields [21]. 

A next step would be to combine the possibilities of the 
STM and the point-contact spectroscopy technique. From 
the point-contact spectroscopy perspective, it would be 
interesting to map the elementary excitations, like the local 
order parameter of superconducting materials, or to map 
the variation of the polarization. From a STM perspective, 
it would be interesting to study the transport of artificial 
structures that are created and manipulated by STM. 

In this paper, we briefly review the current develop-
ments of point-contact spectroscopy and show recent ex-
periments in advanced scanning point-contact spectrosco-
py. We start with a comparison of point contacts made 
with the traditional non-UHV (ultra high vacuum) needle 
anvil technique and UHV STM based point-contact spec-
troscopy. Thereafter, we describe our Leiden efforts to do 
both STM and needle-anvil type of point contacts. 

Afterwards we switch to UHV-STM based point-contact 
spectroscopy and give an overview of the possibilities of 
creating freely suspended chains of atoms in a MCBJ and 
manipulate atoms by STM. Finally, we show the prospec-
tives of what is possible with a STM, with the assembly and 
manipulation of single gold chains and discuss the possibil-
ity to lift gold atomic wires and do spectroscopy on them. 

2. From tunneling to point contact 

The formation of a point contact is characterized by an 
abrupt change in the transport regime through the con-
striction. Before the point contact is created electrons tun-
nel through the barrier between the metal electrodes; when 
a point contact is made, electrons can flow through the 
conduction channels open in the junction and transport 
occurs in ballistic regime. The environment influences 
dramatically how the point contact is made. We can distin-
guish two scenarios: a non-UHV and a UHV environment. 

2.1. Non-UHV 

In a non-UHV environment, a very thin native oxide 
layer, plus adsorbates of organic materials, are always pre-
sent on both the tip and sample. A very important require-
ment is to make a clean metallic contact between the sam-
ple and the tip. For this purpose the tip is moved slowly 
with a micrometer screw or a piezopositioner to the sam-
ple, and when both parts are firmly pressed together, the 
greatest stress occurs at the point where the needle touches 
the sample. Here the oxide layer breaks and forms a small 
direct metallic contact between the two parts: the point 
contact. Note that the presence of the oxide layer is not 
only a disadvantage: it can be helpful because it reduces 

the conducting contact area between the tip and sample, 
while the mechanical contact area is much larger so that 
stable contact sizes between 4 and 100 nm can be made. 

2.2. UHV 

In a UHV environment, the native oxide layer and 
adsorbates of organic materials can be removed during the 
sample preparation stage by sputtering-annealing cycles, or 
in a MCBJ by breaking the wire in cryogenic vacuum. 

The experimental study of quantum transport requires a 
highly controlled way of creating and breaking the contact 
between metallic leads. Junctions which dimensions are 
down to the atomic scale are made and controlled usually 
by STM [9,22–28] or by conductive AFM [29,30]. 

With STM, very narrow constrictions can be created by 
bringing the tip close to the surface until contact is 
achieved. In STM the distance between tip and surface can 
be controlled down to the pm scale, so atomic point con-
tacts can be formed with high accuracy. 

The character of electron transport has been found to 
change from tunneling through the vacuum barrier to quan-
tum transport while bringing an STM tip in contact with 
the surface [22,31–35]. The passage from one regime to 
another is usually not a smooth transition: abrupt jumps in 
the current recorded across the constriction or in the re-
sistance of the point contact are observed when the tip is 
brought very close to the surface [31,32]. The resistance of 
the constriction drops suddenly to a value close to 

= 12.9 kΩR ; this value corresponds to a conductance 
through the constriction of the order of 1 G0 which is asso-
ciated with a single-atom contact. The drop in the re-
sistance, or the jump of the current, observed while de-
creasing the tip-sample distance marks the passage from 
tunneling to contact regime. An example of drop of the 
tunnel resistance while moving the tip towards the surface 
is shown in Fig. 1 in which an Ir tip is brought in contact 
with an Ir surface [32]. 

Fig. 1. Tunnel resistance as a function of an Ir tip excursion z
towards an Ir surface. Positive z corresponds to decreasing gap 
width. Transition to point contact is shown by an arrow for a tip 
excursion ez . The inset represents the degree of reproducibility 
of the transition. Image reprinted with permission from [32]. 
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Mechanical properties of atomic-sized contacts have 
been investigated theoretically by molecular dynamics com-
puter simulations and first-principle calculations [36–42]. 
The sudden jump-to-contact can be explained by taking 
into account the balance of forces involved inside the con-
striction [36,40,42]. At very small distances between tip 
and sample the apex atoms of the tip, as well as the under-
lying atoms on the surface, experience two competing 
forces [40]. The first one is the strong metallic attractive 
force between the apex atom of the tip and the underlying 
metal atoms of the surface, occurring when two metals are 
very close to each other [36,37]. This force pushes the 
apex atom of the tip towards the surface and vice versa. 
The competing force is a spring restoring force exerted by 
the tip lattice, which keeps the apex atoms at their unper-
turbed positions inside the tip structure. The balance be-
tween these two forces gives rise to a double well potential 
inside the constriction [36,40,41]. When tip and sample are 
still far from each other the two minima of this potential 
are well separated; this means that the restoring spring 
force is stronger thus keeping the tip apex atoms bound to 
the tip structure. While decreasing the tip-sample distance 
the metallic adhesive force between tip and sample be-
comes stronger than the restoring spring force; to minimize 
their energy the atoms of the tip relax towards a new po-
tential minimum and the tip is thus abruptly brought in 
contact with the sample [38,39,42]. Transport abruptly 
changes from tunneling to contact regime. A sudden de-
crease of the actual distance between tip and sample has 
been observed while rigidly approaching one to the other 
[36,38,39]; this drop has been found to occur at the same 
rigid tip-sample distance in which a jump in the conduct-
ance was observed [38]. The understanding of the phe-
nomena arising from the reduced dimensions of point con-
tacts in STM allowed many improvements in the field of 
atomic-dimensions electronics, and it opened the doors to 
new applications of the STM in surface science. 

3. Scanning PCS 

As mentioned before, point contacts were first em-
ployed to study phonon densities of states in normal met-
als. PCS has been widely employed to study the phonon 
emission effect in metals by deriving the electron–phonon 
spectral function from transport measurements. The meas-
urements with the traditional micrometer-controlled needle 
anvil technique are often limited to a single position on the 
sample due to a lack of the ability to move the sample in a 
controllable way. 

A big improvement in PCS would be the ability to map 
the PCS data on the surface by moving the sample in a 
controllable way. In Leiden, we started to explore the pos-
sibility to do scanning PCS. For this purpose, we built a 
scanning PCS system, where we used a modified STM-
insert [43] with an Attocube ANPz101 z-direction nano-

positioner and a scantube to move the tip in the x and y 
directions. For the first tests, only the z direction was used. 
As a comparison, also point contacts were made with an 
insert where the tip was connected via a drive shaft to a 
micrometer screw mechanism, which is capable of moving 
the tip with 1 μm per revolution. 

As a test of the system, the well-known phonon spec-
trum of copper–copper point contact was measured. The 
125 μm Cu tip was electrochemically etched in 25% HCl 
solution [44] and had a typical apex of 10 μm as can be 
seen in Fig. 2(a). The sample was a thin oxygen free cop-
per foil, which was etched in 25% HCl solution until it 
looked shiny. The point-contact measurements were per-
formed at 4.2 K in a liquid helium bath cryostat. The con-
ductance and the phonon spectrum were measured using 
standard lock-in technique. 

The point contact was made by carefully moving the tip 
with the piezo positioner or micrometer screw while simul-
taneously measuring the resistance between the tip and the 
sample. Before the contact was formed, a high constant 
resistance was observed, which is the result of combination 
of the native oxide and the vacuum gap between the tip and 
sample. When making the contact, the tip will first ap-
proach the oxide covered surface layer of the sample. 
When the tip touches the sample, it needs also to break the 
thin oxide layer to form a metallic contact. Unfortunately, 
we cannot distinguish these processes during the approach. 

We noticed, instead, that if we made our first contacts 
with a fresh tip and fresh sample, when we made a metallic 
contact and retracted the tip just far enough that we lose 
the metallic contact, the next approach takes much longer 
than expected from the retraction distance. If the crack in 
the oxide layer forms at a different place than before, the 
piezopositioner needs a lot of steps to break the oxide lay-
er. It is also possible that instead of breaking the oxide 
layer, a metallic contact is formed by deforming the tip as 
can be seen in Fig. 2(b), where the tip is imaged just after 
good ballistic contacts were measured. 

The main drawback of the low-temperature piezoposi-
tioners is that they are designed for accurate positioning 
(several tens of nm), but not to apply forces large enough 

Fig. 2. A scanning electron microscopy image of two different 
electrochemically etched Cu-tip before (a) and after (b) a point-
contact spectroscopy measurement with an piezopositioner. 
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to break oxide layers. In contrast, the micrometer screw 
can continuously apply the same force and break the oxide 
layer in a continuous way. 

Atomic point contacts can, instead, be made under sig-
nificantly stable conditions using either scanning probe 
microscopes or mechanically controlled break-junctions. 
These techniques allow creating point contacts for which 
the cross-section is made of just a few atoms by bringing 
the metal electrodes towards each other. No force is need-
ed to form the point contact, on the contrary, atomic point 
contacts form spontaneously when the distance between 
the electrodes is lower than a threshold distance. Tech-
niques employed to create such small contacts can control 
the distance between the electrodes in a very precise way 
so stability of such point contacts is usually ensured. 

4. Conductance quantization and formation of freely 
suspended metallic wires 

In STM and MCBJ the high stability and the fine con-
trol of the distance between the metal electrodes allowed 
observing new phenomena occuring in the contact region 
while forming atomic point contacts. An important exam-
ple is the formation of metallic atomic chains between the 
electrodes when these are moved apart after being in con-
tact. Metal atomic chain assembly and breaking is done by 
bringing two metallic electrodes in contact between them 
and then separating them back; during this manipulation 
the conductance across the junction is measured. 

Transport measurements through freely suspended ato-
mic wires require measuring the total conductance over the 
junction. Each conductance curve depends on the actual 
atoms configuration inside the constriction, so curves rec-
orded in identical conditions can be very different from 
each other. Therefore statistical measurements and analysis 
are employed to characterize transport properties in such 
junctions. This analysis is done by building conductance 
histograms from a large number of individual conductance 
curves, in which the most probable conductance values 
occurring through a constriction are distinctly highlighted 
[19,23,25,27,28]. 

The signature of quantum effects arising from the atom-
ic-dimensions of such point contacts is clearly shown, at 
least for simple, monovalent metals, by the fact that, while 
making or breaking atomic-size contacts, the conductance 
through the constriction takes preferably values equal to 
integer multiples of the quantum conductance unit G0 
[19,23,25]. Moreover, while stretching the contact the con-
ductance of an atomic-size constriction decreases in steps 
which amplitude is of the order of the fundamental quan-
tum conductance G0. The same behavior is observed in 
reverse direction when the contact between the electrodes 
is established again after breaking it [23,25–27,30,45]. 
During the manipulation several atomic rearrangements 
take place inside the constriction, thus changing the contact 

diameter at the atomic scale. These atomic rearrangements 
have been found to lead to the step-like behavior of the 
conductance through the junction [45]. By means of simul-
taneous measurements of force and conductance distinct 
jumps in the force behavior have been observed where 
conductance steps occur [29]. The number of atoms and 
the valence of the atoms which are part of the contact de-
termine the number of transmission channels inside the 
constriction and thus the value of the conductance in terms 
of the conductance quantum unit G0. This is a rough ap-
proximation and the actual value of the conductance steps 
is related to the number of conducting modes and to the 
transmission function of each transmitting mode [5,6]. The 
valence of the metal atoms which compose the junction 
thus influences the amplitude of the measured conductance 
steps [22,28]. 

The formation of a metallic atomic wire has been ob-
served experimentally when the contact between the two 
electrodes has a cross-section of just one atom. For Au, in 
this configuration, the total conductance of the constriction 
is about one quantum unit of conductance; the conductance 
trace shows a plateau at a level of 1 G0. This plateau has a 
length of several Å; that means that two electrodes which 
are in contact by one atom stay in contact while stretching 
the junction for several Å before breaking (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Conductance as a function of the displacement of two gold 
electrodes with respect to each other in an MCBJ experiment at 
4.2 K. Open squares represent the conductance trace while break-
ing the contact; a long plateau with a conductance near 1 G0 is 
observed before the contact breaks. Open circles show instead the 
conductance trace while forming back the contact after breaking 
it; the electrodes need to displace towards each other by a slightly 
larger displacement than the one in which the electrodes stay in 
contact while opening the junction. The inset shows the return 
distance as a function of the length of the long plateau; the 5 Å
offset is probably due to the elasticity of the atomic structure. 
Image reprinted with permission from [25]. 
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Because of forces balancing inside the constriction 
[30,45] atoms in the bulk electrodes relax inside the con-
striction to minimize their total energy; this mechanism 
leads to the assembly of a metallic chain of individual atoms 
between the electrodes [22,25,27,30]. The mechanisms in-
volved in the formation of chains by making or breaking 
atomic-size contacts have also been investigated theoreti-
cally by molecular dynamics simulations [28,30,46,47]. It 
has been pointed out that metallic chains form just before 
the contact breaks because of elastic deformation stages of 
the constriction due to atoms mechanical rearrangements 
[28,30]. It has moreover been observed that for some met-
als (Au and Pt) the bonds in low-coordinated structures 
such as chains are very strong relative to bulk bonds [28]. 
Not all metals can form single-atom chains: the phenome-
non is related to the valence of the metal under study and 
for pure metals it is limited to the heavy elements at the 
end of the 5d series, Ir, Pt and Au [22,28]. Recently it has 
been observed that atomic chain formation during stretch-
ing of atomic-size contacts is strongly enhanced by oxygen 
incorporation [48]. The presence of oxygen has been found 
to allow freely suspended wires formation even in metals 
that usually don't form such structures. 

The high stability and reproducibility in creating atomic 
point contacts with scanning probe microscopy techniques 
has also other important applications; it has been found 
that single adatoms lying on a metal surface can be dis-
placed and manipulated on the surface using the tip elec-
trode of the microscope as element to contact and move 
them. Single-atom manipulation has been possible because 
of a growing understanding of mechanical processes occur-
ring at the atomic scale while forming an atomic-size point 
contact. 

5. Manipulation 

5.1. Atomic manipulation 

Recently advances in scanning tunneling microscopy 
allowed manipulating matter at the atomic scale. With 
STM a high control of the position of the tip towards the 
surface can be achieved; atomic point contacts can be 
made in a highly reproducible way. As a consequence sin-
gle atoms can be positioned with atomic accuracy on top of 
a well-defined site of a surface. Manipulating single atoms 
on a surface involves a series of steps which result in a 
selective making and breaking of chemical bonds between 
atoms. The manipulation can be done either vertically or 
horizontally with respect to the surface orientation [49]. In 
parallel or horizontal processes an adsorbed atom or mole-
cule is induced to move along the surface, while in perpen-
dicular or vertical processes the atom or molecule is trans-
ferred from the surface to the tip or vice versa. When an 
STM tip gets in contact with a metallic surface strong in-
teractions occur between the two electrodes. In a few ex-
periments it has been observed by scanning the surface 

after contact that a single or a few atoms of the tip have 
been deposited on the surface, or that an atom of the sur-
face has been picked up by the tip upon retraction 
[31,35,50]. These processes take the name of perpendicular 
or vertical manipulation processes. An atom or molecule 
lying on a surface binds to the tip while being in contact 
with it; in this configuration the energy barrier between tip 
and sample has collapsed; the strong interaction between 
tip and sample is the main driving force for atom transfer 
[49,50]. It has been observed that vertical manipulation can 
be improved by applying a voltage pulse over the junction 
at small tip-sample separations [35,49,51–53]. This manip-
ulation takes the name of field-evaporation process; volt-
age pulses are necessary to make the adsorbate overcome 
the energy barrier between tip and sample. One of the first 
vertical manipulation processes is the deposition of ordered 
arrays of Au mounds on top of an Au(111) surface [52] in 
which mounds with diameters down to 100 Å were formed 
by the application of 600 ns pulses of +3.6 V to the gold 
sample. Vertical processes have been employed in more 
recent works to build atomic switches with an STM 
[51,53]. In Ref. 53 a single Xe atom is moved in a rever-
sible way from two stable positions, respectively, on the 
STM tip and on a Ni(110) surface. The state of the switch 
changes when the atom is transferred from the tip to the 
surface and vice versa; the switching is set by the applica-
tion of a voltage pulse across the junction. A high-
conductance state is found when the atom is bound to the 
tip; this state is reached by applying a positive voltage 
pulse of +0.8 V to the tip. A low-conductance state is 
found instead when the atom is bound to the surface; this 
state is reached by applying a negative pulse of the same 
amplitude. In this way it has been possible to transfer a Xe 
atom on a well-defined site of the surface in a reproducible 
way. When the pulse is applied over the junction an atomic 
point contact is formed. This can be confirmed either by 
imaging the surface after the application of the pulse or by 
measuring the conductance through the junction while ap-
plying the pulse. Conductance values have been found to 
lay around 1 G0, confirming the fact that a single-atom 
contact has been established between tip and sample 
[50,51]. 

Horizontal processes involve lateral manipulation, in 
which adsorbates lying on the surface are dragged by the 
tip from a starting position to a final position on the sur-
face. The strong interaction occurring between the tip and 
an adsorbate at small distances creates a potential well lo-
cated under the tip, which traps the adsorbate [19,54,55]. 
This interaction leads to the formation of a chemical bond 
between the STM tip and the adsorbate. The latter can then 
move from one binding site to another on the surface by 
moving the tip at constant height over the surface. During 
the time of the manipulation the tip and the adsorbate are 
in contact. The first experiment in which single atoms are 
dragged over the surface by the tip is given in Ref. 56, in 
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which single Xe atoms are positioned on a nickel surface 
with atomic precision. The manipulation is done by bring-
ing the tip in contact with an adatom, previously located by 
scanning the surface. The tip moves at constant height 
mode over the surface; the adatom is displaced by the tip 
movement to a different site of the surface. Afterwards the 
tip is retracted thus leaving the adatom at the final position 
on the surface. There are several examples of experiments 
in which STM is employed to manipulate single-atoms on 
a surface [54,56–59]. The 3D STM images in Fig. 4(a) and 
(b) show an example of single-atom manipulation per-
formed in STM at 6 K, in which 36 Ag adatoms are dis-
placed on top of a Ag(111) surface to form a quantum cor-
ral [57]. 

The manipulation is characterized by a threshold tip 
height; above this height the interaction between tip and 
sample is too weak to allow atom manipulation. One way of 
monitoring the tip height is by setting a high threshold tun-
neling current while approaching the tip towards the sur-
face; common current values are of the order of 10–50 nA 
[53,58], leading to the tip being in contact with the adatom. 
The threshold height can also be controlled by recording 
the resistance, or analogously the conductance, across the 
junction while lowering the tip position over the surface 
[50,57]. A drop in the resistance to a value of the order of 

kΩ, as well as a jump in conductance to values around G0, 
is the signature that the adatom lying on a metal surface is 
in contact with the STM tip. 

The possibility to manipulate single-atoms on a surface 
gave the opportunity to scan metal surfaces while keeping 
the tip in contact with a metal adatom [54,60–62]. This 
technique can be seen as a new insight into surface charac-
terization and it takes the name of quantum point-contact 
microscopy (QPCM) [61]. In QPCM the conductance over 
the junction is recorded while the tip scans the surface 
while being in contact with an adatom; during scanning the 
tip displaces laterally the adatom on the surface. QPCM 
images represent conductance maps of the scanned surfac-
es; conductance values during scanning are of the order of 
G0, indicating that electronic transport occurs through a 
single atom contact. As a consequence the technique has 
several advantages with respect to normal STM imaging. 
An example is a higher stability of the imaging process, 
due to the fact that the tip is in contact with the adatom so 
atoms in the tip structure and on the surface are in a re-
laxed configuration; conductance fluctuations can thus be 
avoided and atomic resolution is easily achieved 
[60,61,63]. Moreover the technique has a strong chemical 
sensitivity of the local environment of the adatom 
[59,61,62]. Chemical sensitivity allows distinguishing be-
tween different surface sites; hcp and fcc sites on an 
Au(111) surface have been found to have different con-
ductance values in QPCM images [61]. It's consequently 
possible to identify adatoms' favorite adsorption sites on 
the surface as the sites having higher conductance values. 
Quantum point-contact microscopy is thus suited for study-
ing quantum transport through atomic-sized point contacts 
as well as characterizing chemical and structural properties 
of a metallic surface. 

5.2. From freely suspended wires to single-wires lifted by 
STM 

In the last decade extensive studies on atom manipula-
tion and transport through atomic-size point contacts in 
STM allowed understanding and controlling the dynamics 
involved in such processes. This dynamics is nowadays 
exploited to build and manipulate atomic-size devices on 
surfaces. A few examples are the assembly of atomic-size 
structures on a surface [57,58,64–66] or the manipulation 
of mesoscopic systems such as organic molecules [67–73]. 
The high stability and reproducibility of STM in manipu-
lating adsorbates deposited on a surface is of fundamental 
importance to understand transport characteristics in view 
of future applications in functional nanoscale devices. A 
few steps have already been accomplished; recently single 
Au atoms have been assembled on top of a NiAl(110) sur-
face to form single-atom chains [64–66]. Single Au atoms 
are laterally manipulated with an STM to form linear Au 
chains up to 20 atoms long [64,65] (see Fig. 5). 

Fig. 4. Construction of a quantum corral by STM manipulation at
6 K. (a) 3D STM image taken during the construction of the corral.
(b) 3D STM image after completion of the corral. White protru-
sions represent the 36 Ag adatoms which form the quantum corral
(diameter: 31.2 nm). Image reprinted with permission from [57].  
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The chains are assembled along the [001] direction of 
the NiAl substrate. Each Au atom binds on top of a bridge 
site between two Ni atoms. The spacing between the gold 
atoms is thus the same as the one between Ni atoms along 
the [001] direction; this one (2.89 Å) is comparable to the 
separation of bulk Au atoms (2.88 Å). The NiAl(110) sur-
face works thus as a natural template for the assembly of 
gold chains. Similar experiments have been performed a 
few years later using an insulating film deposited on a me-
tallic surface as substrate to deposit single gold atoms 
[64,74,75]. In order to assemble chains consisting in single 
nanoscale devices atoms in the chain have to be strongly 
bound to each other, their electronic properties have to 
reflect the one-dimensional nature of the built structure. 
The spacing between the manipulated atoms in the chains 
should be thus comparable to the bulk spacing so that a 
one-dimensional band structure develops from a single-
atomic orbital [66]. For this purpose a simple solution 
could be to assemble single-atom gold chains on top of a 
clean Au(111) surface. Using the same material for the 
substrate and the adatoms preserves the spacing between 
atoms in the assembled chains; moreover (111) metal sur-
faces have close-packed lattices so a single-atom chain 
lying on a (111) surface “feels” like an isolated system 
thus developing stronger bonds between the chains atoms 
than in the bulk material [76]. Another good candidate as 
substrate for lifting single-atom chains is a reconstructed 
(110) surface, in which the missing row reconstruction 
(MRR) leads to the formation of a pattern of single-atoms 
chains separated by 8.16 Å from each other and oriented 
along the [110] direction [77]. 

For the purpose of building nanoscale devices by STM, 
the assembly of such atomic wires should be accompanied 
by a further step which consists in lifting and isolating the-
se wires upon tip manipulation. This requires breaking the 

bonds between the chains' atoms and the metal atoms of 
the surface underneath while keeping the atoms of the 
chain bound to each other. The process has to take into 
account the balance between several forces occurring be-
tween the chains' atoms, the metal surface and the tip apex 
atoms. The bond strengths between single Au atoms of a 
chain can be probed by measuring the force required to add 
or remove an atom from the chain. This has been found to 
be in the order of 10–100 pN for a NiAl(110) substrate 
[65]. Moreover gold atoms have been found to form 
stronger bonds in low-coordinated structures than in bulk 
structures [76]. The dynamics involved in this process is 
not very different from the one involved while forming 
freely suspended wires between electrodes. The tip gets in 
contact with the first atom of a chain; contact is monitored 
by measuring either the conductance or the resistance 
across the junction; single atoms of the chain have to relax 
between the tip and the surface one after the other while 
retracting the tip from the surface so that the entire chain 
would be “spontaneously” lifted by means of tip retraction. 
Since adatoms are likely to adsorb on bridge [65,66] or 
hollow sites of the surface [54,55,60,61] several bonds 
have to be broken between the chain and the underlying 
surface while vertically lifting the wire. The tip has then to 
follow a specific trajectory while retracting in order to 
break one bond at the time; this trajectory is defined by 
two tilting angles α  and β . 

On the Au(110) surface with MRR one can approach 
the pulling problem as follows. An edge atom in the top 
row of the MRR has six nearest neighbors, one next to it in 
the row, four in the layer below and another one directly 
beneath it. 

Most promising for the chain formation is the tip mo-
tion in a direction in which the bonds of the edge atom 
towards its nearest neighbors in the bulk are broken one 
after the other (1, 2, 3, 4 in Fig. 7(c)). In order to achieve 
this, an initial symmetry in tip motion needs to be broken. 

As schematically sketched in Fig. 7(a) one can define a 
normal plane (n in Fig. 8), that is spanned by the vector 

Fig. 5. (a) Structure model of a Au chain construction on top of a
NiAl(110) surface. Au atoms bind preferably on top of bridge
sites between Ni atoms. (b) to (f) STM constant current images
(I = 1 nA; sampleV  = 2.1 V) showing different steps of the con-
struction of a gold chain up to 20 atoms long (Au20). Image size
is 95 Å by 95 Å. Image reprinted with permission from [66].  

Fig. 6. (Color online) The Au(110) surface with missing raw 
reconstruction (MRR). In different colors are shown the layers of 
chains, where the top one can be contacted and pulled with a 
STM tip. 
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normal to the surface and the one along the MRR. Pulling 
along a direction in this plane seems less favorable. In this 
case, at least two bonds would have to be broken at the same 
time (e.g., (1, 2); (3, 4) in Fig. 7(c)). In order to break this 
initial symmetry given by the atomic configuration the tip 
needs to move in a direction leading out of this mirror plane. 
The direction of the chains on the surface and the direction 
of this not yet defined tip motion defines a plane called t 
(Fig. 8), which is tilted with respect to the mirror plane by a 
tilting angle β . The boundary values are the previously ex-
cluded case ( β  = 0°) and the movement along the crystal 
surface in contact ( β  = 90°). By tip motions in the direction 
defined by α  and β , the bonds of the uttermost atom in the 
chain towards its nearest neighbors in the bulk could be bro-
ken one after the other (1, 2, 3, 4 in Fig. 7(c)). 

The pulling direction is thus not just along the vertical z 
axis but it includes components along x and y axes; this 

process requires controlling the tip motion in a three-di-
mensional trajectory. 

By looking at an acquired STM image the chain direction 
γ  can be determined (Fig. 9(b)). It defines the orientation of 
the parallel rows relative to the x and y direction of the coor-
dinate system for control of the piezoelectric actuators. The 
surface that these chains lie on, theoretically treated as an 
ideal plane, is in general not perpendicular to the cartesian 
[001] direction. So slopes in x and y direction, xm  and ym , 
respectively, need to be determined to define the surface 
orientation in 3D. They can also be obtained from the ac-
quired STM image. The orientation of the chains in 3D is 
thus defined in its most general form by xm , ym  and γ. In 
the experiment first the surface orientation ( xm , ym ) and 
the chain direction ( γ ) are determined from an initial scan. 
Then the tip motion ( α , β ) can be defined. 

After imaging in STM mode, the STM feedback is 
“frozen”, the quantum point contact is established by mov-
ing the z piezo towards the surface while monitoring the 
conductance. After establishing the contact the tip motion 
along the predefined angle can be controlled by moving 
(with a Labview program) the X, Y and Z piezomotors of 
the STM. 

Preliminary STM measurements with the above describ-
ed method were performed at 300 mK in UHV on Au(110) 
with MRR and a Pt/Ir tip. Chain formation was not ob-
served consistently. The longest conductance plateau that 
was measured was 4 Å (Fig. 10). Also no missing atom or 
chain was found after pulling off experiments, but rather 
re-deposition of tip material on the surface where the tip 
made contact to the sample (insets I and II of Fig. 10). This 
could be either PtIr atoms or gold atoms picked up during 
STM imaging scans prior tip-sample contact. 

One way to reduce the coupling strength between the 
adatoms and the underlying surface is to grow a thin insu-
lating film on top of the metal surface before adatoms dep-
osition. Similar experiments to the one described in Ref. 65 

Fig. 7. (Color online) Explanatory drawings for pulling angle α
and tilting angle β; (a) tip (brown) in single-atomic contact with
the atom at the end of the chain (grey); (b) freely suspended one-
atomic gold chain after tip motion under an angle α  in respect to
the chain; (c) single ending chain of MRR; the target atom (grey)
is surrounded by its five nearest neighbors (red); direction of tip
motion indicates different distances between the tip position and
the individual nearest neighbors resulting in breaking of bonds
between target atom and nearest neighbors one after the other.  

Fig. 8. (Color online) Illustration of chain pulling idea on the
Au(110) single crystal (different gold layers color coded); pulling
direction in dependence of pulling angle α  and tilting angle β ;
(a) tip apex atom (brown) establishing contact with target atom
on the end of the chain; definition of pulling direction ( α , β )
indicated by pointed direction (b) freely suspended monoatomic
gold chain between tip and crystal after having been pulled off
from the surface by tip retraction.  

Fig. 9. (Color online) Drawing of an arbitrarily oriented surface 
in 3D (a) and STM image showing the exemplary chain direction 
(b). (a) By xm  and by ym  the orientation of the simplified in 3D 
is defined. The direction of a single chain on the surface and the 
direction of the tip motion are indicated. The angle γ  defines the 
direction of the chains in function of x and y. (b) STM image at 
300 mK. The missing row reconstruction is displayed and by the 
orientation of the rows the chain direction γ  is defined.  
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have been performed a few years later using a thin (5 Å) 
insulating film deposited on a metallic surface as substrate 
to deposit single gold atoms [64,74,75]. It has been ob-
served that one-dimensional chains assemble spontaneous-
ly along the [001] direction of a thin alumina film deposit-
ed on a NiAl(110) surface; single-atom chains have been 
identified by imaging the surface after atom deposition 
[64,74]. A very similar phenomenon has been observed on 
top of an ultrathin MgO film deposited onto a Ag(001) 
surface [75]. Lifting single-atom chains requires an ex-
tremely accurate control of the manipulation process and 
also a significantly high stability of the system. For this 
purpose STM operating at He temperature (4 K) are usual-
ly employed for atom manipulation in order to insure a 
high stability of the system during the process. Larger sys-
tems such as organic molecules are easier to manipulate by 
STM than single atoms [68–70,72,73]. Stability is also 
enhanced by the fact that systems as organic molecules 
often include a couple of ligands moieties which allow the 
molecules to bind covalently to the metal surface onto 
which they are deposited [68,72,73]. STM manipulation 
has been performed on a very wide range of organic sys-
tems, from very small binary molecules [70] to more com-
plex systems [68,69,72,73] which include large self-
assembled molecular wires [67,71]. 

In Refs. 68, 72, and 73 single molecular wires consisting 
in PTCDA (perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride) 
molecules are lifted from a Ag(111) surface with an STM 
tip. The tip is brought in contact with one of the ligand 
moieties of the molecule in order to establish a strong co-
valent bond with the molecule before lifting it up. During 
the approach the current curve is recorded across the junc-
tion versus the tip excursion towards the surface [72]. A 
jump of the current is observed when the contact between 
tip and molecule is established; in the same way a current 

drop is observed when the contact is broken. After contact-
ing the tip the molecule is lifted upon tip retraction; this 
manipulation allows studying the molecule transport prop-
erties while changing its structural configuration inside the 
molecular junction. The molecule stays in the junction dur-
ing the whole lifting process; the conductance measured 
across the molecular junction remains larger than usual 
tunneling contributions for retraction lengths comparable 
to the linear length of the molecule, showing that the mole-
cule has been completely lifted from the horizontal posi-
tion to the vertical position [68]. In the horizontal configu-
ration the molecule lies on the surface while the vertical 
position corresponds to the configuration in which the 
molecule is bound from one side to the STM tip and from 
the opposite side to the underlying surface via the ligands 
moieties. 

Recently an experiment in which very long self-as-
sembled molecular wires are lifted by an STM tip has been 
performed [67,71]. In this experiment long one-dimensio-
nal molecular chains form spontaneously on top of heated 
Au(111) surface [67]. Such wires are first identified by 
STM imaging. The tip is then positioned at one end of the 
chain and brought in contact with it in order to establish 
the electronic contact (see Fig. 11). To lift the chain up the 
tip is retracted vertically until the wire is completely re-
moved from the underlying surface while staying bound to 
the tip. Scanning the surface after manipulation confirms 
that the chain has been completely lifted from the surface 
by the tip. STM images taken after different manipulation 
steps are represented in Fig. 11. These molecular wires are 
extremely long compared to atomic wires; their length can 

Fig. 10. Conductance trace showing a 4 Å conductance plateau at
1 G0. Atomic rearrangement in the junction is observable in the
plateau as well as a jump out of contact and a jump into contact
before the final breaking. The STM images on the left show the
deposition of tip material in the center, the spot where tip and
sample touched.  

Fig. 11. (a) Schematic representation of lifting a single molecular 
chain with an STM tip. After contacting the tip with the molecu-
lar chain this one can be lifted upon tip vertical retraction because 
of its flexibility and weak interaction with the substrate. (b) to (d) 
STM constant current images of the same area after different 
vertical manipulation steps (images sizes: 25.4 nm by 13.7 nm). 
The cross indicates the position of the tip during approach and 
retraction. The manipulated chain changes its shape during the 
pulling processes. The visible top chain serves as reference. Im-
age reprinted with permission from [67].  
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reach even 20 nm [67]. Understanding both the dynamics 
involved in the lifting process and the intrinsic 
intramolecular transport properties of such junctions is of 
primary importance in view of future applications in 
nanoscale and molecular electronics, in which such wires 
could be used as building blocks for nanoscale devices. 
Moreover the characterization of such junctions contrib-
utes to the general understanding of the electro-mechanical 
properties of single molecules. From the initial steps in 
point-contact spectroscopy the experiments have been re-
fined, such that we are now able to investigate processes of 
elastic and inelastic transport at the scale of single atoms, 
and engineered atomic and molecular wires. We expect 
that this will continue to provide new challenges and inter-
esting physics for many years to come. 
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